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Structure: (1) Investigate lexical frequency à la [5] in a different, larger
dataset; (2) investigate six contextual frequency metrics:

• The verb frequency in four combined contexts relative to SWITCH
REFERENCE and PRIMING (switch/priming, switch/no priming, no
switch/priming, no switch/no priming)

• Context Ratios: (1) ratio of the verb appearing in a pronoun-favoring
context (with a switch and with priming) relative to its total frequency; (2)
ratio of a verb appearing in a pronoun-disfavoring context (without a
switch and without priming) relative to its total frequency

Data: 88,001 tokens from 141 Participants in Spanish in Boston Corpus [9]
and Spanish in New York Corpus [6]
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Inspired by insights from Usage-Based Grammar (UBG) frameworks, recent
variationist studies on Spanish subject pronoun production have investigated
lexical frequency [11, 5, 2, 1, 10]. The prediction is that verb frequency will
impact the mental representation of each verb and therefore affect
pronominal tendencies.

However, verb frequency alone largely undertheorizes UBG [7, 3, 8, 4],
which postulates mental grammars as webs rich memory. Moreover, results
from these studies have been contradictory, leaving the role of frequency still
in question.

Research Questions:
Q1. Are the frequency effects in Erker & Guy (2012) replicable?
Q2. Are context-specific frequency metrics more explanatory?
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This study incorporates insights from Usage Based Grammar (UBG) into
research on morphosyntactic variation. Specifically, this study investigates
lexical frequency as well as a series of enhanced frequency metrics in a
Variationist study of Spanish Subject Pronoun Production (SPPs). Results
support Erker & Guy (2012), indicating that lexical frequency impacts pronoun
production indirectly by activating or amplifying the effects of other linguistic
constraints. However, results suggest that how often the verb appears in
various Switch Reference/Priming contexts impacts the overall pronoun
production of the verb more than simple verb frequency. This early finding
aligns with the UBG prediction that the most-frequent context in which a verb
appears will dominate the overall pronominal tendencies of the verb.

Lexical Frequency:
• Evidence of lexical frequency effects: Current results fall mostly in-line
with [5] such that discrete frequency interacts with other predictors to
activate an effect or amplify an effect (see 3).

Enhanced Frequency:
• Evidence of enhanced frequency effects: All models with enhanced
frequency metrics outperformed models with lexical frequency metrics.

• Disfavoring Context Ratio was the strongest predictor of pronoun use
relative to all other frequency metrics.

These preliminary findings provide support for the UBG notion that speakers
are aware of and retain information on the conditioning contexts of lexical
items. Future research should explore enhanced frequency metrics across a
wider range of speech communities and variables.
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